“My government to which I pay taxes needs to be accountable for what happened to me and other children who were tortured in concentration camp-like experiments.” (See Quote #24)

The information in this packet is not new to adults who remember having been experimented on as children in the name of protecting and defending our country.

It has been compiled as one means to develop public awareness of atrocities such as those discussed in the January 24, 1994 article in U.S. News and World Report: “The Cold War Experiments: Radiation tests were only one small part of a vast research program that used thousands of Americans as guinea pigs.” (See Quote #4)

Skeptics will say, “Yes, we know that during the Cold War, U.S. government agencies conducted mind control experiments involving the use of drugs, sensory deprivation, electroshock, brain electrode implants, and hypnosis on unwitting citizens, but there is no evidence that children were used in these projects.”

There is evidence, however, in the minds and bodies of adults who, as children, were used as guinea pigs in those horrific experiments.

Perhaps other evidence lies buried in the vaults that hold still classified documents of government-sponsored mind control programs.

On August 3, 1977, Senator Edward Kennedy stated to the U.S. Senate Select Committee on Intelligence: “The best safeguard against abuses in the future is a complete public accounting of the abuses of the past.” (See Quote #18)

Ten years have passed since the Advisory Committee on Human Radiation Experiments recommended in its Final Report that all records of the CIA bearing on programs of secret human research be declassified and made available to the public. (See Quote #20)

Apparently no one has heeded Senator Kennedy’s words or the pleas of victims and concerned citizens who have formally requested that there be an investigation of the mind control experiments as they related to children. Nor has any one in our government responded to the Advisory Committee’s recommendation that all records be made available to the public.

(If you are a lawmaker, media person, researcher, etc. who would like to speak with persons who assert that they were tortured in mind control experiments as children, please contact Wanda Karriker, Ph.D. at sandime@twave.net and ask about contact information for those victims who have expressed a willingness to testify publicly about their experiences.)
The nature of my memories include incest, ritual abuse and government experimentation. How does one understand and talk about the horrors of growing up in an intergenerational cult, let alone being drafted into service by our government as a child guinea pig?\(^1\)

\(^1\)From Carol Rutz’s Lecture at Indiana University in November 2003. Retrieved from http://my.dmci.net/~casey/Indiana%20University%20Lecture%202003.html
I am not angry at today’s government for what yesterday’s government did. Let’s get this clear right now. Today’s government did not do these atrocities, not at all. That was yesterday’s government. However I am frustrated because today’s government will not release the records. That is bad.

I mean - they did not do it, what have they got to lose?  

THE ONLY WAY TO END THE HARASSMENT AND SUFFERING OF THESE PEOPLE IS TO MAKE PUBLIC WHAT HAS HAPPENED TO THEM IN THE MIND-CONTROL EXPERIMENTS.

PLEASE RECOMMEND THAT THERE BE AN INVESTIGATION AND THAT THE FILES BE OPENED ON THE MIND-CONTROL EXPERIMENTS AS THEY RELATED TO CHILDREN.  

---


In 1951, U.S. government scientists, spurred on by reports that American prisoners of war were being brainwashed in North Korea, were proposing an urgent, top-secret research program on behavior modification. Drugs, hypnosis, electroshock, lobotomy — all were to be studied as part of a vast U.S. effort to close the mind-control gap.  

. . . we have no human guinea pigs, ourselves, on which to try out these extraordinary techniques [referring to Communist brainwashing techniques].

It is now clear that we are facing an implacable enemy whose avowed objective is world domination. . . . There are no rules in such a game. Hitherto accepted norms of human conduct do not apply.

MKULTRA was established to counter perceived Soviet and Chinese advances in brainwashing and interrogation techniques. Over the years the program included various medical and psychological experiments, some of which led to untoward results. These aspects of MKULTRA surfaced publicly during the 1970’s and became the subject of executive and congressional investigations.

The major goal of the Cold War mind control programs was to create dissociative symptoms and disorders, including full multiple personality disorder. The Manchurian Candidate is fact, not fiction, and was created by the CIA in the 1950’s under BLUEBIRD and ARTICHOKE mind control programs. Experiments with LSD, sensory deprivation, electro-convulsive treatment, brain electrode implants and hypnosis were designed to create amnesia, depersonalization, changes in identity and altered states of consciousness.

Mental patients, cancer patients, prisoners and unwitting citizens were experimented on by mind control doctors at Yale, Harvard, McGill, Stanford, UCLA and other major universities. These human guinea pigs were never told that they were subjects in military and CIA mind control experiments, and they never gave informed consent. They received no systematic followup to document the harm done to them. The welfare of the “human subjects” was not a relevant variable in the academic equation. What counted for the psychiatrists, I think, was money, power, perks, academic advancement and the thrill of being a spy doctor.

Denial of the reality of multiple personality by these doctors [See page 114 for names] in the mind control network, who are also on the FMSF [False Memory Syndrome Foundation] Scientific and Professional Advisory Board, could be disinformation. The disinformation could be amplified by attacks on specialists in multiple personality as CIA conspiracy lunatics.

---
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As a survivor of CIA programs Bluebird/Artichoke and MKULTRA, I began my intense search to document some of the mind control experiments that I was made part of, starting at the tender age of four. Through a series of FOIA requests to various departments of the government, I have amassed an incredible amount of material that validates my personal experiences.

The CIA bought my services from my grandfather in 1952. Over the next twelve years, I was tested, trained, and used in various ways. Electroshock, drugs, hypnosis, sensory deprivation, and other types of trauma were used to make me compliant and split my personality.\textsuperscript{11}

If clinical multiple personality is buried and forgotten, then the Manchurian Candidate Programs will be safe from public scrutiny.\textsuperscript{12}

On December 17, 1999 I turned 52 years old. On that day I received three CD ROM’s from the CIA in response to my FOIA request. Forty-eight years after I was first experimented on, I found solid proof of my memories-proof that was in the government vaults of the nearly 18,000 pages of declassified documents from the Bluebird/Artichoke and MKULTRA programs. One of the documents specifically stated that experimental studies of the postulated abilities of a few specially gifted subjects would be conducted. (See Subproject 136 of MKULTRA CIA Mori ID#17395 ESP Research, 1961 and 1962, declassified documents from CIA)

The document states, “that in working with individual subjects, special attention will be given to dissociative states which tend to accompany spontaneous ESP experiences. Such states can be induced and controlled to some extent with hypnosis and drugs. . . . The data used in the study will be obtained from special groups such as psychotics, children and mediums. . . . Learning studies will be instituted in which the subject will be rewarded or punished for his overall performance and reinforced in various ways - by being told whether he was right, by being told what the target was, with electric shock, etc.”\textsuperscript{13}

Gordon Cooper, one of the seven original astronauts, disclosed that in the ’50s and ’60s, NASA involved gifted children in a mind control program designed to develop their psychic abilities. Cooper stated: “The space kids were children with exceptional mental abilities run through a kind of MK program, like the things that are coming out now.”\textsuperscript{14}
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In a 1964 report on MKULTRA programs and participants, the use of children is made quite clear in response to the following,

“Have CIA personnel conducted experiments involving human subjects other than the experiment that involved R. Frank Olsen and at least three other persons?

ORD (Office of Research and Development):

The one instance in which ORD personnel have been directly involved in conducting experiments with human subjects occurred in Orlando, Florida during December 1964. The subject allegedly had transdermal optical perception. The tests were observed by a contractor under a classified association contract, which had been funded through the (deleted) Fund. In addition to the contractor, the subject’s father was present during all the testing. No drugs were used. With this one exception, all ORD sponsored research involving human subjects has been conducted by contractors.” CIA Mori ID 146195

Wasn’t that nice of them to contract most of the dirty work out?15

---
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Karen Coleman Wiltshire was one of the very few who was able to obtain her medical files from Johns Hopkins proving her experimentation.

Karen’s father worked for the Applied Physics Lab at Johns Hopkins. She obtained her files through sheer persistence, help from the almighty, and a mistake by a clerk who was not supposed to give the information out. Karen said they transported her to Washington, Maryland and Virginia, to military and government labs by private ambulances, military cars, and yellow school buses. She alleged her experiments took place from 1961 through 1970.

Karen related to me that she was kept in the Harriet Lane Home for Invalid Children at John Hopkins where there were wards of children. Her parents had been told she was being treated for a heart defect. She said when they would come to visit, she would be put in a private room with her belongings in order for it to appear as though she had been there all along. When her parents left, they returned her to the ward where she said they did, LSD, ECT, and other strange experiments. One of these she explained was to be trained to eliminate emotions and feelings by using assorted torture and other techniques . . .

She was always banging on doors, persistent to get the truth out, especially when she found out there were so many other kids who were used as human guinea pigs. The Department of Energy had told her she was the only one, but she said that Pentagon sources had personally told her they “didn’t want our stories out at any cost. The plan was to pay off a few token victims and blow the rest off.”

I have a copy of the original document (see following page) that gives consent to Johns Hopkins Hospital to arrange for transportation by a private ambulance company to transport Karen to Walter Reed Army Medical Center-Washington, D.C. It states,

“I understand that the above patient being a patient in the Pediatric Clinical Research Unit is participating in a research program requiring his/her presence at Walter Reed Army Medical Center and that a series of visits to Walter Reed Army Medical Center is necessary to complete such program. I also understand that such transportation will be under the control of the private ambulance company and not of the Johns Hopkins Hospital.”

There is a supposedly a signature of her father, but Karen believed it was forged. There is a witness signature and the date is in April 1965. This document is among many I have that she filed with her FOIA’s after the government repeatedly denied she was ever involved in any experimentation.  
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Government-Funded Mind Control/Medical Experimentation
(Quotes to Ponder)

FOR AMBULANCE TRANSPORTATION TO WALTER REED ARMY MEDICAL CENTER

I hereby give consent to The Johns Hopkins Hospital to arrange transportation by private ambulance company to Walter Reed Army Medical Center, Washington, D.C. I understand that the above patient, being a patient in the Pediatric Clinical Research Unit, is participating in a research program involving his/her presence at Walter Reed Army Medical Center and that a series of visits to Walter Reed Army Medical Center is necessary to complete such program. I also understand that such transportation will be under the control of the private ambulance company and not of The Johns Hopkins Hospital.

WITNESS:

SIGNATURE:

DATE:

RELATIONSHIP:

For Ambulance to Transportation to Walter Reed Annex
Some two years ago, the Senate Health Subcommittee heard chilling testimony about the human experimentation activities of the Central Intelligence Agency. The Deputy Director of the CIA revealed that over 30 universities and institutions were involved in an “extensive testing and experimentation” program which included covert drug tests on unwitting citizens “at all social levels, high and low, native Americans and foreign.”

Perhaps most disturbing of all was the fact that the extent of experimentation on human subjects was unknown. The records of all these activities were destroyed in January 1973, at the instruction of then CIA Director Richard Helms. In spite of persistent inquiries by both the Health Subcommittee and the Intelligence Committee, no additional records or information were forthcoming. And no one — no single individual — could be found who remembered the details, not the Director of the CIA, who ordered the documents destroyed, not the official responsible for the program, nor any of his associates.

We believed that the record, incomplete as it was, was as complete as it was going to be. Then one individual, through a Freedom of Information request, accomplished what two U.S. Senate committees could not. He spurred the agency into finding additional records pertaining to the CIA’s program of experimentation with human subjects. These new records were discovered by the agency in March. Their existence was not made known to the Congress until July.

The records reveal a far more extensive series of experiments than had previously been thought. Eighty-six universities or institutions were involved. New instances of unethical behavior were revealed.

The intelligence community of this Nation, which requires a shroud of secrecy in order to operate, has a very sacred trust from the American people. The CIA’s program of human experimentation of the fifties and sixties violated that trust. It was violated again on the day the bulk of the agency’s records were destroyed in 1973. It is violated each time a responsible official refuses to recollect the details of the program. The best safeguard against abuses in the future is a complete public accounting of the abuses of the past.

---

My name is Valerie Wolf. In listening to the testimony today, it all sounds really familiar. I am here to talk about a possible link between radiation and mind-control experimentation that began in the late 1940s.

The main reason that mind-control research is being mentioned is because people are alleging that they were exposed as children to mind-control radiation drugs and chemical experimentation, which were administered by the same doctors who are known to have been involved in conducting both radiation and mind-control research.

Written documentation has been provided revealing the names of people and the names of research projects in statements from people across the country.

It is also important to understand that mind-control techniques and follow-ups into adulthood may have been used to intimidate these particular research subjects into not talking about their victimization in government research.

As a therapist for the past 22 years, I have specialized in treating victims and perpetrators of trauma and their families. When word got out that I was appearing at this hearing, nearly 40 therapists across the country, and I had about a week and a half to prepare, contacted me to talk about clients who had reported being subjects in radiation and mind-control experiments.

The consistency of people's stories about the purpose of the mind-control and pain-induction techniques, such as electric shock, use of hallucinogens, sensory deprivation, hypnosis, dislocation of limbs and sexual abuse, is remarkable.

There is almost nothing published on this aspect of mind-control used with children, and these clients come from all over the country, having had no contact with each other.

What was startlingly was that therapists reported many of these clients were also physically ill with auto-immune problems, thyroid problems, multiple sclerosis, and other muscle and connective tissue diseases as well as mysterious ailments for which a diagnosis cannot be found.

While somatization disorder is commonly found in these clients, many of the clients who have been involved in the human experimentation with the government have multiple medically- documented physical ailments, and I was really shocked today to hear one of the speakers talk about the cysts and the teeth breaking off, because I have a client that that’s happening to. (con’t on next page)
Many people are afraid to tell their doctors their histories as mind-control subjects for fear of being considered to be crazy. These clients have named some of the same people, particularly a Dr. Green, who was associated with clients’ reports of childhood induction of pain, mind-control techniques, and childhood sexual abuse.

One of my clients, who had seen him with a name tag, identified him as Dr. L. Wilson Green. A person with this same name was the scientific director of the Chemical and Radiological Laboratories at the Army Chemical Center, and that he was engaged in doing research for the Army and other intelligence agencies.

Other names that have come to light are Dr. Sidney Gottlieb and Dr. Martin Orne, who, it is reported, were also involved in radiation research.

It needs to be made clear that people have remembered these names and events spontaneously with free recall and without the use of any memory-retrievable techniques, such as hypnosis. As much as possible, we have tried to verify the memories with family members, records and experts in the field.

Many attempts have been made through Freedom of Information Act filings to gain access to the mind-control research documentation. These requests have generally been slowed down or denied, although some information has been obtained, which suggests that at least some of the information supplied by these clients is true.

It is important that we obtain all of the information contained in the CIA and military files to verify or deny our clients’ memories. Although many of the files for MK Ultra may have been destroyed, whatever is left, along with the files for other projects, such as Bluebird and Artichoke, to name only two, contain valuable information.

Furthermore, if, as the evidence suggests, some of these people were used in radiation experiments, there might be information in the mind-control experiment file on radiation experiments.

We need this information to help in the rehabilitation and treatment of many people who have severe psychological and medical problems which interfere with their social, emotional and financial well-being.

Finally, I urge you to recommend an investigation into these matters. Although there was a commission on mind-control, it did not include experiments on children because most of them were too young or still involved in the research in the late 1970s to come forward.

The only way to end the harassment and suffering of these people is to make public what has happened to them in the mind-control experiments. Please recommend that there be an investigation and that the files be opened on the mind-control experiments as they related to children. Thank you.
The Advisory Committee recommends that all records of the CIA bearing on programs of secret human research, such as MKULTRA and the related CIA human behavior projects from the late 1940s through the early 1970s, including Bluebird, Artichoke, MKSEARCH, MKDELTA, Naomi, Chance, Often, and Chickwit, become a top priority for declassification review with the expectation that most, if not all, of these documents can be declassified and made available to the public.\textsuperscript{20}

The network of mind control doctors as it existed in the 1950’s and 1960’s included specialists in non-lethal weapons. Non-lethal weapons is a broad category which includes devices for beaming various kinds of energy at human targets in order to temporarily incapacitate them, or to control or affect their behavior. Non-lethal weapons research has been conducted at universities in the United States on contract to the CIA, and has overlapped with research on hallucinogens and brain electrode implants. Funding of the experiments began in MKULTRA.²¹

Dr Jose Delgado, a neurophysiologist at Yale University School, was especially interested in Electronic Stimulation of the Brain. By implanting a small probe into the brain, Delgado discovered that he could wield enormous power over his subject. Using a device he called the ‘stimociever’ which operated by FM radio waves, he was able to electrically orchestrate a wide range of human emotions. These included rage, lust and fatigue.

During 1966, Delgado announced that his findings supported ‘the distasteful conclusion that motion, emotion and behaviour can be directed by electrical forces.’ He added that ‘humans can be controlled like robots by push buttons.’

In 1974, J. F. Scapitz, a scientist funded by the Department of Defense, had a chilling vision. He sought to combine earlier MK-ULTRA hypnosis studies with emerging microwave technologies. In an outline to the DoD, Scapitz said, “It will be shown the spoken word of the hypnotist may be conveyed by modulated electromagnetic energy directly into the subconscious parts of the brain.” He claimed this could be achieved without employing any technical devices for ‘receiving or transcoding messages.’²²

Weapons already exist that use lasers, which can temporarily or permanently blind enemy soldiers. So-called acoustic or sonic weapons like the ones in the aforementioned lab, can vibrate the insides of humans to stun them, nauseate them, or even “liquefy their bowels and reduce them to quivering diarrheic messes,” according to a Pentagon briefing.

Other, stranger effects also have been explored, such as using electromagnetic waves to put human targets to sleep or to heat them up, on the microwave-oven principle.²³

²¹Ross. (p.103)
I am proud that I survived incest, ritual abuse, and government experimentation; however, the perpetrators should not be. What was done to me was ruthless, tragic, degrading, not to speak of illegal. My government to which I pay taxes needs to be accountable for what happened to me and other children who were tortured in concentration camp-like experiments. It is bad enough that such abuse happened to adults — but to unknowing children? It was not only criminal, but inhumane.

I thank God that I have perhaps lived to help see that there might be some justice and, if not justice, awareness brought to the public eye about what happened and may still be happening. I am making sure that I take good care of myself so that I can help bring such atrocities out into the open.

I would like to address the issue of how I have been left after such horrifying abuse. First of all, it is amazing that I am alive. I believe I was left susceptible to many diseases. I contracted polio, plus the abuse has wreaked havoc on my body and mind. Every day I cope with pain and wonder how I will survive the next minute. Doctor and hospital bills are astronomical. The toll it takes on my spouse is unmentionable. Psychologically, it is another dimension altogether. Unending nightmares are still with me to this day. Not only did I go through the abuse once, but again in the nightmares.

I am not sure there would be enough compensation in the world to make up for what was done to me and there certainly has been no acknowledgment, let alone apologies from any of the abusers. It is astounding how abuse is ignored in this country. Not only ignored, but condoned and put into action.

I want to know what will be done about these criminal acts in this so-called free country in which I was raised. Will I ever get any answers or apologies or acknowledgment? Believe me, that is a big question mark in my life. I have only been able to cope because of great doctors, wonderful friends, and a supportive husband.

I even had to fight very hard for disability from the government that did this to me. What a joke!24

---

On April 5, 1999 Karen Wiltshire made the following presentation on behalf of ACHES [Advocacy Committee for Human Experimentation Survivors-Mind Control (www.aches-mc.org)] titled ETHICS before the National Institute of Health’s Bioethics Group.

She died on April 23, 1999 after doing exhaustive investigation of DOD experiments on human beings.

**ETHICS, Request to the NIH Bioethics Group, April 5, 1999**

In so much as the Inter-Institute Bioethics Interest Group is currently considering research in bioethics, the Advocacy Committee for Human Experimentation Survivors wishes to apprise the group of the passing of the fourth anniversary of the testimony of two survivors, Claudia Mullen and Chris DeNicola Ebner with their therapist, Valerie Wolf, before the Presidents Advisory Committee on Human Radiation Experiments in March, 1995. The President’s Committee recommended further exploration of this testimony which concerned the sadistic experimentation upon children, for the purposes of mind control and other unwitting uses. To date, no such investigation into these claims or others by additional survivors of radiation, chemical and biological experimentation perpetrated upon them as unwitting children, had been initiated.

ACHES requests the aid of this group in the following goals:

The declassification of all government held files, documents, tapes or records relating to any experimentation involving children, prisoners or the mentally incapacitated, particularly those that relate to covertly or privately funded mind control, radiation, chemical or biological programs, both past and present.

The creation of a Presidential Committee to identify all US government sponsored programs, within or outside US borders, including mind control, radiation, chemical, biological or any other type of experimentation upon children, prisoners or the mentally incapacitated.

The determination of the legal, ethical and moral responsibilities of the US government or any other institutions to the survivors of any such experiments, which were perpetrated upon them as unwitting or uncomprehending individuals, and to determine remedies for those found to be physically and psychologically harmed by such experimentation.

The implementation of standards and practices to stop any current abuses and to place a moratorium on human mind control experimentation and any experimentation on unwitting or uncomprehending human subjects.

Patty Rehn and Lynne Moss-Sharman as presented by
Karen Coleman Wiltshire
ACHES-MC, Washington, D.C. Contact

---

25Reprinted from “A Nation Betrayed” at http://my.dmci.net/~casey/
May the pleas of Valerie Wolf (deceased) and Karen Wiltshire (deceased) be heard and Recommendation #18B of the Advisory Committee be acted upon.